
MORRIS MINOR APPRAISAL CHECKLIST

Type: MM/SII/1000

Body: Sal/Trav/Conv/Van/Pickup

Engine: 918/803/948/1098

VIN:_____________________

Section 1: External Checks

Item Good Fair Poor Comments

Sags/corr ride height

Bumper fit

Door gaps 

Door bottom align't

Wing fit

Body ripples

Chrome condition

Lights/indicators

Shock abs/'bounce'

Interior Condition

..Tourer hood (rips)

…cloudy rear screen

..Trav wood (stains)

…joint condition

Paintwork (shine)

..scratches/chips

..flaking edges

Section 2: Underbody

Front wh.arch rubber

..inner wing rust

Main cross mem rust

..delamination

..torsion bar fixing

..poor repairs

Sills - inner F/L

..inner R/L

..outer L

..inner F/R

..inner R/R

..outer R

Rear spr mnt F/L

..rear hanger L

Rear spr mnt F/R

..rear hanger R

Floor - F/L

..F/R

..R/L

..R/R

..under rear cushion

Ch. legs -eyebolt twist

..repair patches

..general condition

..twists

front br. Backplates

rear br. Backplates

petrol pipe
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fuel pipe

diff/prop flange seal

rear shock leaks

exhaust condition

..mountings

clutch linkage wear

Tyre condition

Section 3: Detailed Body Checks

bumper/valances

Wings: around h/light

..rear edge

..bolts at bottom

Doors: vert movement

..hinge wear

..movement of pillar

..bottom skin rust

Quarter panel 2dr

curved rocker (r/dr-wing)

rear wing fix bolts

fixing edge inside

rear wing condition

boot lid corrosion

rear boot floor

rear inner wings at back

bumper mounts

..vert movement

Rear valance (Trav)

Spare tyre/rim

Jack

Boot/rear dr.lock

Section 4: Interior

Seats - rips

..split seams

squab ret.clip (boot)

Dash -correct inst.

..accessories

Headlining - holes

..discoloured

Trav - rear bay

..alum strips

..side trims

rear door dents

Door trims- secure

..damp or damaged

door pulls

Carpets condition

..accuracy of fit

..damp or damaged

..acid damage

Doors - window op

..quarter light op

ext.handle ret.spring

seat belt type

..condition
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Section 5: Mechanical

engine start

..easy idle

steering col wear vert

..horiz

clutch pedal adj

brake pedal adj

independent action

bonnet release op

engine type

gearbox type

VIN number chk

engine ancilliaries

bay cleanliness

battery tray condition

positive earth

shock abs condition

tappet noise

timing chain noise

bottom end noise

carb leaks

spindle wear

filler cap deposits

radiator ext condition

..stains

engine mount condition

steering rack wear

front wheel brgs

trunnions 

recent grease

radiator venting

colour of coolant

brown deposit on cap

oil in water

water in oil

condition of oil

alternator fitted

electronic ignition

Section 6: Road Test

starter speed

gear selection

clutch operation

sustain brake pedal

brake evenness

brake effectiveness

transmission clonk

diff whine

gear whine

jump out of gear

handbrake evenness

steering self straight

engine knock

overrun noise
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